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Abstract. Sound source separation in a real-world indoor environment is an
ill-formed problem because sound source mixing is affected by the number of
sounds, sound source activities, and reverberation. In addition, blind source sep-
aration (BSS) suffers from a permutation ambiguity in a frequency domain pro-
cessing. Conventional methods have two problems: (1) impractical assumptions
that the number of sound sources is given, and (2) permutation resolution as
a post processing. This paper presents a non-parametric Bayesian BBS called
permutation-free infinite sparse factor analysis (PF-ISFA) that solves the two
problems simultaneously. Experimental results show that PF-ISFA outperforms
conventional complex ISFA in all measures of BSS EVAL criteria. In particular,
PF-ISFA improves Signal-to-Interference Ratio by 14.45 dB and 5.46 dB under
RT60 = 30 ms and RT60 = 460 ms conditions, respectively.

Keywords: Blind source separation, Reverberant mixtures, Infinite sparse factor
analysis, Non-parametric Bayes.

1 Introduction

Machine listening functions, e.g. a robot audition system [1] or a distant speech recog-
nition [2], cannot dispense with a sound source separation technique because we often
observe a mixture of sound sources. For instance, HARK [1],a robot audition soft-
ware, provides functions of source localization, separation, and recognition of separated
speech signals. Since HARK may be deployed to various kinds of acoustic environ-
ments, parameter tuning is critical to avoid performance degradation.

In order to maximize the availability of a source separation function, the following
requirements should be fulfilled for the application to practical environments:

1. source separation under an unknown mixing process dependent on the locations of
sources and microphones,

2. separation under the condition of unknown number of sources,
3. robustness against the reverberation.

Many source separation methods need prior information such as the number of sources
or the mixing process. Since prior information is usually difficult to obtain in advance,
source separation methods should work without prior information, or at least with min-
imal prior information. Such a separation method is called blind source separation
(BSS).
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For sound source separation in a practical environment, the system should separate
mixtures of reverberant speeches. This is because the mixed signals captured by micro-
phones are affected by room reverberation.

Frequency domain processing is effective to separate reverberant mixed signals, and
a lot of frequency domain BSS systems are proposed. One of the problems of frequency
domain processing is a permutation problem [3]. Conventional frequency domain BSS
systems separates signals for all frequency bins independently, and consequently, a per-
mutation ambiguity arises in output orders for all frequency bins. The source separation
system should resolve this permutation ambiguity to reconstruct separated signals.

Independent component analysis (ICA) [4] is a well known BSS method. Frequency
domain ICA [5] fulfills the first and the third requirements. However, ICA assumes the
number of sources because ICA cannot detect source activities. This means that ICA
does not satisfy the second requirement. In addition, Frequency domain ICA suffers
from the permutation problem. Independent vector analysis (IVA) [6] and permutation
free ICA [7] are BSS methods avoiding permutation problem. These methods are based
on ICA and also assume the number of sources. Thus they do not satisfy the second
requirement. In our previous work, frequency domain infinite sparse factor analysis
(FD-ISFA) is proposed [8]. This method achieves all the three requirements, but the
separation quality of FD-ISFA may be deteriorated by the subsequent permutation res-
olution process.

This paper presents permutation free ISFA (PF-ISFA), a BSS method which meets all
the requirements and offers permutation resolution. PF-ISFA is based on nonparametric
Bayesian framework, which allows BSS under the uncertainty of source numbers. The
key idea of our method is that all frequency bins of signals are processed at a time by
introducing a unified source activity variable for the joint optimization of the separation
and permutation resolution.

2 BSS in Frequency Domain

2.1 Problem Statement of BSS

The problem of BSS is stated as below:

Input: Sound mixtures of K sources captured by D microphones.
Output: Estimated K source signals

Assumption: K is not more than D.
The locations of microphones and those of sources are fixed.

The system extracts K source signals from the mixture signal captured with D micro-
phones without prior information of mixing process such as the location of sources,
the location of microphones, and impulse responses between microphone and sound
sources.

2.2 Frequency Domain Processing and Permutation Problem

In real environment with reverberation, the mixing process of speech signal is convo-
lutive. The observed signals consist of a mixture of sources and they are contaminated
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by their reverberations. To model these time-delayed signals, the convoluted mixture is
often employed.

x(t) =
J

∑
j=0

A( j)s(t − j) (1)

where x(t), s(t), and A( j) are observed signals, source signals, and transfer function
coefficients in the time domain, respectively. BSS problem aims to retrieve that con-
stituent sound sources s(t) only given the observation x(t) where the mixing process
including the reverberation A( j) is unknown.

When solving a BSS problem involving convoluted mixtures of signals, short time
Fourier transform (STFT) is often applied in order to convert a convoluted mixture in
a time domain into an instantaneous mixture in a frequency domain. In the case that
signals are separated for each frequency bin independently in frequency domain, the
permutation ambiguity of output order of separated signals has to be solved. This is
called ”permutation problem” [3]. The permutation problem is one of the well-known
problems of frequency-domain BSS.

Some methods are proposed to solve this problem. One method is based on the di-
rection of arrival estimation and the inter-frequency correlation of signal envelopes [3],
and another uses power ratio of signals as dominance measure [9]. However, existing
permutation resolution as a post-processing of a frequency-wise separation process, the
resulting sound sources may severely be affected by the preceding separation quality.
For example, if the frequency-wise separation is deteriorated by the reverberation, the
permutation resolution by the signal envelopes fails, which results in the failure of BSS
as well.

3 Permutation-Free ISFA

3.1 Outline of Our System

The flow of PF-ISFA is depicted in Fig. 1. After STFT, the complex spectra are whitened
in each frequency bin, and PF-ISFA is applied to these whitened signals. The output
order of PF-ISFA is already aligned, but the amplitude of the output signals may not
equals to that of original sources. This is called scaling ambiguity, and this is another
well-known problem of frequency domain BSS. The projection back method [10] is
an effective solution for this problem. After projection back processing, the separated
signals are reconstructed by inverse STFT.

3.2 Generative Model and Likelihood of PF-ISFA

Let K, D, F , and T be the number of sources, the number of microphones, the number
of frequency bins, and the length of the source signals, respectively. The ISFA model is
based on the instantaneous mixture model:

X f = A f (Z f �S f )+E f ( f = 1, · · · ,F), (2)

where Z f = [z f 1, · · ·z f T ], X f = [x f 1, · · ·x f T ], S f = [s f 1, · · · s f T ], E f = [ε f 1, · · ·ε f T ],
x f t = [x1 f t ,x2 f t , · · · ,xD f t ]

T is a mixed signal vector at time t, s f t = [s1 f t ,s2 f t , · · · ,sK f t ]
T
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview for our method
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Fig. 2. Graphical model of PF-ISFA

is the source signal vector, and ε f t = [ε1 f t ,ε2 f t , · · · ,εD ft ]
T is the Gaussian noise vec-

tor. Here, A f is the D×K mixing matrix, z f t = [z1 f t ,z2 f t , · · · ,zK f t ]
T is the activity of

each source at time t in f -th frequency bin, and source activity zk f t is a binary variable:
zk f t = 1 if source k is active at time t in f -th frequency bin, otherwise zk f t = 0. Oper-
ator � indicates the element-wise product. PF-ISFA deals with F-tuple frequency bins
at the same time. Z, X, S. E, and A are defined as Z = [Z1, · · ·ZF ], X = [X1, · · ·XF ],
S = [S1, · · ·SF ], E = [E1, · · ·EF ], and A = [A1, · · ·AF ], respectively.

To unify activities of all frequency bins, the following model is introduced.

zk f t = bktφ , φ ∼ Bernoulli(ψk f ), (3)

where Bernoulli(x) is the Bernoulli distribution with parameter x. bkt is the unified
source activity of source k at time t, and ψk f is a activation probability of source k in
the f -th frequency bin. B represents K ×T matrix of bkt and Ψ means K ×F matrix of
ψk f .

PF-ISFA estimates the source signals S, their time-frequency activities Z, mixing
matrix A, unified activities B, activation probability Ψ , and other parameters by using
only the observed signal X.

The prior distributions of the variables are assumed as follows:

ε f t ∼ NC(0,σ2
ε I), σ2

ε ∼ I G (pε ,qε), (4)

sk f t ∼ NC(0,1), (5)

ak f ∼ NC(0,σ2
AI), σ2

A ∼ I G (pA,qA), (6)

B ∼ IBP(α), α ∼ G (pα ,qα), and (7)

Ψ ∼ Beta(β/K,β (K − 1)/K). (8)
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Table 1. Algorithm for estimating model parameters of Permutation-Free ISFA

Input: Observed signals X, Output: Source signals S.

1. Initialize parameters using their priors.
2. At each time t, carry out the following:

2-1 In each source k, sample bkt from Eq. (14).
2-2 If bkt = 1, sample zk f t from Eq. (11) and for each frequency bin f ; otherwise zk f t = 0.
2-3 If zk f t = 1, sample sk f t from Eq. (10); otherwise sk f t = 0.
2-4 Determine the number of new classes κt , and initialize the parameters.

3. In each source k and frequency bin f , sample the probability of activation ψk f from Eq. (16).
4. In each source k and frequency bin f , sample mixing matrix ak f from Eq. (17).
5. If there is a source that is always inactive, remove it.
6. Update σ2

ε , σ2
A, and α .

7. Go to 2.

Here, a f k is the kth row of A f , and pε , qε , pA, qA, pα , qα , and β are the hyperparame-
ters. NC, G , I G are the univariate complex normal, gamma, inverse gamma distribu-
tions, respectively. The prior for the variance of each parameter is the inverse Gamma
since the inverse Gamma distribution is conjugate to the normal distribution. IBP(α) is
the Indian buffet process (IBP) [11] with parameter α . IBP is a stochastic process that
provides the probability distribution over sparse binary matrices with infinite number
of columns. Therefore, IBP can deal with a potentially infinite number of signals.

The likelihood function of PF-ISFA is written as follows.

P(X|A,S,Z) =
F

∏
f=1

T

∏
t=1

P(x f t |A f ,s f t ,z f t) =
F

∏
f=1

T

∏
t=1

NC(x f t ;A f (z f t � s f t),σ2
ε I)

=
F

∏
f=1

1
(πσ2

ε )
T D exp

(
− tr(EH

f E f )

σ2
ε

)
. (9)

where E f = X f −A f (Z f �S f ). Here, each data point is assumed to be independent and
identically distributed.

3.3 Source Separation through the Inference of Latent Variables

The model parameters of PF-ISFA are estimated using an iterative algorithm. The al-
gorithm is given in Table 1, and a graphical model of PF-ISFA is shown in Fig. 2. This
method is based on the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Posterior distributions of la-
tent variables are derived from Bayes’ theorem by multiplying priors by the likelihood
function.

Sound Sources. When zk f t is active, sk f t is sampled by the following posterior.

P(sk f t |A f ,s−k f t ,x f tz f t) ∝ P(x f t |A f ,s f t ,z f t ,σ2
ε )P(sk f t ) = NC

(
sk f t ; μs, f ,σ2

s, f

)
, (10)

where
σ2

s, f = σ2
ε /

(
σ2

ε + aH
k f ak f

)
, μs, f = aH

k f ε−k f t/
(
σ2

ε + aH
k f ak f

)
.

s−k f t means s f t except for sk f t , and ε−k f t means ε|zk f t=0.
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Source Activity of Each Time-Frequency Frame. If bkt = 1, zk f t is sampled from its
posterior distribution. The posterior of zk f t is calculated as follows.

P(zk f t |bkt ,ψk f ,z−k f t ,x f t ,s f t ,A f ) ∝ P(zk f t |bkt ,ψk f )P(x f t |A f ,s f t ,z f t ,σ2
ε )

= Bernoulli(p1/(p0 + p1)) , (11)

where

log(p1) = log(ψk f )+ (2Re(s∗k f t a
H
k f ε−k f t)+ |sk f t |2aH

k f ak f )/σ2
ε

log(p0) = log(1−ψk f )

Unified Activity for Each Time Frame. The ratio of the probability that bkt becomes
active to the probability that bkt becomes inactive is calculated by Eq. (12). This ratio r
consists of the ratio of prior rp and the ratio of likelihood of each frequency bin rl, f .

r =
P(bkt = 1|A,S−kt ,Xt ,S−kt)

P(bkt = 0|A,S−kt ,Xt ,Z−kt )
= rp

F

∏
f=1

rl, f . (12)

where

rp =
P(bkt = 1|bkt)

P(bkt = 0|bkt)
=

mk,−t

T −mk,−t
,and

rl, f =
P(x f t |A f ,s−k f t ,z−k f t ,b−kt ,bkt = 1,ψk f )

P(x f t |A f ,s−k f t ,z−k f t ,b−kt ,bkt = 0,ψk f )
= ψk f σ2

s, f exp

(
|μs, f |2
σ2

s, f

)
+(1−ψk f ).

(13)

where mk,−t = ∑t′ �=t bkt′ . Here, Xt is x1t , · · · ,xFt , and S−kt and Z−kt , are S and Z except
for sk1t , · · · ,skFt and zk1t , · · · ,zkFt , respectively. The ratio of prior rp is derived from the
priors of source activity based on IBP [11].

The posterior probability of zkt = 1 is calculated using ratio r.

P(bkt = 1|A,S−kt ,Xt ,Z−kt ,b−kt ) = r/(1+ r) (14)

To decide whether or not bkt is active, we sample u from Uniform(0,1) and compare it
to r/(1+ r). If u ≤ r/(1+ r), bkt becomes active; otherwise it is not.

Number of New Sources. Some source signals that were not active at the beginning
are active at time t for the first time. Let κt be the number of these sources.

First, the prior distribution of κt is P(κt |α) = Poisson
(α

T

)
. After sampling κt , we

initialize new sources and their activities. Next, we decide whether this update is accept-
able or not. The acceptance probability of the transition is min(1,rξ→ξ ∗). According to
Meeds [12] and Knowles [13], rξ→ξ ∗ becomes the ratio of the likelihood of the current
state to that of the next state. Let A∗

f be the D×κt matrix of the additional part of A f .
The ratio can be calculated as follows.

rξ→ξ ∗ =
F

∏
f=1

(detΛξ , f )
−1 exp

(
μH

ξ , f Λξ , f μξ , f

)
, (15)

where
Λξ , f = I+A∗H

f A∗
f /σ2

ε , Λξ , f μξ , f = A∗H
f ε f t/σ2

ε .
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Probability of Activation for Each Frequency Bin. ψk f is sampled by the following
posterior.

P(ψk f |zk f ,Ψ−k f ,B−kt) ∝ P(ψk f |β )
T

∏
t=1

P(zk f t |ψk f ,bkt)

= Beta
(
nk f +β/K,mk − nk f +β (K− 1)/K

)
, (16)

where nk f = ∑T
t=1 zk f t is the number of active time-frequency frames of source k in f -th

frequency bin, and mk = ∑T
t=1 bkt is the number of active time frames of source k.

Mixing Matrix. The mixing matrix is estimated in each column. The posterior distri-
bution is

P(ak f |A f ,−k,S f ,X f ,Z f ) ∝ P(X f |A f ,S f ,Z f ,σ2
ε )P(ak f |σ2

A)

= NC(ak f ; μA,Λ−1
A ), (17)

where

ΛA =

(
sH

k f sk f

σ2
ε

+
1

σ2
A

)
ID, μA =

σ2
A

sH
k f sk f σ2

A +σ2
ε

E f |ak f =0sk f .

Variance of Noise and Mixing Matrix. The variance of noise corresponds to the noise
level of the estimated signals, and the variance of the mixing matrix affects the scale of
the estimated signals. Their posteriors are as follows.

P(σ2
ε |E) ∝ P(E|σ2

ε )P(σ
2
ε |pε ,qε) = I G

(
σ2

ε ; pε +FT D,
qε

(1+ qε ∑F
f=1 tr(EH

f E f ))

)
.

(18)

P(σ2
A|A) ∝ P(A|σ2

A)P(σ
2
A|pA,qA) = I G

(
σ2

A; pA +FDK,
qA

1+ qA ∑F
f=1 tr(AH

f A f )

)
.

(19)

Parameter of IBP. Since the IBP parameter α can be updated in the same way as
FD-ISFA [8], the detailed explanation is omitted here.

4 Experimental Results

We test our method in a separation experiment using speech signals in order to evaluate
the separation performance of our method. In this experiment, our method is compared
with the baseline method, complex ISFA [8]. We use two kinds of mixed signals for this
experiment: convoluted mixture with impulse responses measured in anechoic chamber,
and convoluted mixture with impulse responses measured in meeting room (RT60 =
460 ms). Figure 4 shows the locations of the microphones and sources, and Table 2
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Table 2. Experimental conditions

Number of sources K 2
Number of microphones D 2

Test set ASJ-JNAS
Sampling rate 16000 Hz

Window length 64 ms
Shift length 32 ms
Iterations 300

24 cm

1 m

Source 1 Source 2

120°

Mic 1 Mic 2

1 m

Fig. 3. Locations of microphones and
sources in experiment
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original source
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PF-ISFA result
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Fig. 7. Spectrogram of
permutation-aligned
FD-ISFA result

lists the conditions for this experiment. We used 200 utterances from JNAS phoneme
balanced sentences on each condition.

First, an example of experimental results of separation experiment using mixed sig-
nals in the anechoic chamber is shown. Figures 4–7 show the spectrograms of a source
signal, a signal separated with PF-ISFA, a signal separated with conventional FD-ISFA,
and a permutation-aligned signal separated with FD-ISFA. In the results of FD-ISFA,
many horizontal lines are seen in Figure 6, but in Figure 7, the number of these lines
decrease. These lines are the spectrogram of the other separated signal. This means that
the output orders of FD-ISFA result are not aligned for all frequency bins. In contrast,
there is no horizontal line in the spectrogram of PF-ISFA (Figure 5). This shows that the
output order is aligned, in other words the permutation problem is solved by PF-ISFA.

We also evaluate our method in terms of the Signal to Distortion Ratio (SDR), the
Image to Spatial distortion Ratio (ISR), the Source to Interference Ratio (SIR), and
the Source to Artifacts Ratio (SAR) [14]. Table 3 summarizes the results. “Non-Perm”
is calculated by output signals themselves, in other words, their permutations are not
aligned. “Perm” means that output signals are aligned their permutations using the cor-
relation between outputs and original sources. In other word, permutation is aligned by
using original source signals as reference. Our proposed method outperforms FD-ISFA
by all criteria in Non-Perm case. Especially, proposed method improves SIR by 14.45
dB in anechoic chamber reverberations and 5.46 dB in meeting room reverberations.

One of the reasons of poor performance of FD-ISFA is caused by the permutation
problem, because the difference between the performance of permutation-aligned re-
sults of FD-ISFA and that of FD-ISFA results without aligning permutations is large. In
contrast, that of PF-ISFA results is smaller. This means that the permutations of outputs
are automatically aligned when PF-ISFA is applied.
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Table 3. Average separation performance [dB]

Anechoic chamber Meeting room (RT60 = 460 ms)
FD-ISFA PF-ISFA FD-ISFA PF-ISFA

Non-Perm Perm Non-Perm Perm Non-Perm Perm Non-Perm Perm
SDR 0.38 11.96 10.26 12.59 0.35 5.85 3.56 5.31
ISR 4.98 18.23 15.96 18.75 4.73 10.41 8.08 9.88
SIR 1.38 18.58 15.83 19.20 1.12 9.86 6.58 9.22
SAR 5.22 14.39 13.91 15.16 5.72 10.36 9.30 10.36

This results show that the performance in meeting room reverberation is worse than
that in anechoic chamber reverberation. This is because the reverberation time of meet-
ing room (RT60 = 460 ms) is longer than STFT window length (64 ms). If the rever-
beration time is longer than STFT window length, reverberation affects multiple time
frames, and this degrades the performance.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper presented PF-ISFA based on a non-parametric Bayesian framework for re-
verberant environments. PF-ISFA achieves BSS without the assumptions about observa-
tions such as the number of sources, reverberation, and the mixing process. This method
is processed in frequency domain to separate reverberant speeches without prior infor-
mation, and it can avoid permutation problem. Experimental results show that PF-ISFA
outperforms conventional FD-ISFA.

Future work includes the following. We focus on the source activity accuracy, and
achieve voice activity detection using the source activity estimated by PF-ISFA for an
effective speech recognition system. In addition, the time complexity of PF-ISFA should
be reduced for an accelerated separation system. If we attain a real-time processing, PF-
ISFA can be applied to many applications including robot audition.

Acknowledgement. This study was partially supported by the Grant-in-Aid for Scien-
tific Research (S), and Honda Research Institute Japan Inc., Ltd.
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